 In this briefing material, AP denotes asphalt plants in our business and BP
denotes concrete plants.
 I am going explain from Slide 10, the impact associated with the novel
coronavirus.
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 Impact of Novel Coronavirus
 While there has been almost no impact of the novel coronavirus on us in
Japan from the beginning of the fiscal year, we announced the earnings
forecast for the current fiscal year in May on the assumption that there would
be considerable impact overseas.
 The first quarter ended and the business performance was as expected as far
as the recent order and sales status are concerned.
 The order status in Japan was rather very good for the first quarter compared
with the same quarter in the past few years.
We had almost no cases in which customers postponed or shelved
investment plans because of the effect of the coronavirus.
 Sales in Japan have been progressing almost as expected from the order
status.
 As for overseas and exports, Nikko Shanghai of the Chinese business is the
main entity of the current international business. Nikko Shanghai saw projects,
whose sales were planned in the first quarter, being delayed till the second
quarter or later due to delay in production, as it suspended operation of its
plant for about two months. In particular, four projects worth 600 million yen
were delayed into the second quarter or later.
 As for exports, sales fell 91% compared with the same period a year earlier. It
is not a large amount compared with overall consolidated sales. They were 16
million yen in the current first quarter compared with 180 million yen in the
same quarter a year earlier.
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 We established a sales and maintenance service company in Thailand in February this year.
We are making a full-scale entry into Thailand and the aim is to make it into a hub for foraying into
Southeast Asia in the future.
We are seeing a major impact of the coronavirus there.
After hiring employees, because traveling was banned, three Japanese expats including the president
have been staying in Japan and giving remote training to the hired employees. They have not been able to
start concrete sales activities in Thailand.
 As for the impact on full-year earnings, we have made no changes in the full-year forecast of Nikko
Shanghai.
However, though it is aiming to recover the delay in the four projects worth 600 million yen, caused by the
two-month suspension of the plant, within the fiscal year, it appears slightly difficult given the limitation in
manufacturing capacity.
 Even then, the order situation in the Chinese market is very strong, and even if sales decline somewhat
from the previous year, it will be due to the temporary impact of the coronavirus, and we believe the
demand in the Chinese market is very healthy.
 The outlook of exports and that of the Thai business remains uncertain, but exports accounted for about
2% of overall sales in the previous fiscal year, and sales budget of the Thai business for the current fiscal
year is about 600 million yen, which accounts for less than 2% of consolidated sales. So they do not have
much impact on figures.
 There has been no major impact on the Japanese business and we did not make changes to the full-year
forecast, and it is rather performing stronger than the initial forecast.
For these reasons, even if the performance overseas falls slightly below the initial forecasts, we believe
that the Japanese business can sufficiently offset that.
 As a topic, we have been offering remote maintenance service to customers for 15 years.
Partly due to the impact of the coronavirus, customers who had not signed the remote maintenance
service contract have come to sign it from the perspective of avoiding risks, and the sign-up rate of the
service increased to 67% from 46% in January 2020.
We want to shift to the “before” maintenance business model from the after-sale maintenance model,
where you fix the plant when it breaks down. The rising sign-up rate of remote maintenance, which we
consider to be one of the “before” maintenance service method, is in line with our strategy.
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 We established a manufacturing company in June in Thailand following the
establishment of the sales and maintenance company in February this year.
 Its capital stock is 120 million bahts and we established it in a industrial park in
Chonburi Province, which is located southeast of Bangkok.
 It is a joint venture with a local company called Nilkhosol.
The investment ratio is 70 to 30. Nikko is taking the leadership and the president also
will be from Nikko.
 The joint venture partner Nilkhosol has been exporting AP to Thailand for about five
years and Nikko used to outsource local production to them. We have been working
together for five years now.
 The site area of the plant is 40,000 m2, which is larger than the plant of Nikko
Shanghai, whose site area is 30,000 m2.
That is because we are aiming to capture the Southeast Asian market from here in the
future and grow it into a scale exceeding China. It will have a production capacity of 30
units a year, more than the 20 to 25 units a year in China.
 The initial sales and profit plan of the Thai business is shown in the table but we
believe it would be difficult to start full-scale operation within this year with the current
outlook.
 Although we, more or less, cannot expect any sales contributions in the current fiscal
year, we do not expect income to be significantly worse than the forecast figure.
 We established two companies in Thailand because a foreign capital company cannot
engage in the used plant business due to the restrictions in the country, and it was
necessary to formally make it a domestic demand company. The sales company is
owned 100% by Nikko in real terms, but Nikko holds a 49% stake and a silent
shareholder invested the remaining 51%.
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 This is the overview of the first quarter business result.
 Sales fell and profit increased compared with the same period a year
earlier.
 Net income largely increased due to special factors.
 The business environment of the AP-related business is that, while the
amount of asphalt mixture manufactured was 103.1% of the same
period a year ago, roughly in line with the level of the previous year,
ready-mixed concrete shipment of the BP business fell slightly from the
previous year.
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 This is the highlight of the first quarter performance.
Here we showed the situations using facial expressions to make it
easier to understand.
 All of operating income, operating margin, and quarterly net income
performed well, increasing significantly compared with the same period
a year earlier.
 Both new orders received and order backlog rose compared with the
same period a year earlier and were very strong too.
 Meanwhile, net sales in the first quarter declined 9.1% compared with
the same period a year earlier.
In particular, the BP-related business and sales decline at Nikko
Shanghai are the factors behind net sales decline.
However, sales of the BP-related business were extremely small in the
first quarter because, for some reason, there was only a small volume
of BP-related products whose sales were recorded in these three
months. The BP-related business in full year is expected to post results
in line with the previous fiscal year or slight increases in sales and
profit from the previous year.
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 I explained sales and operating income in the first quarter of fiscal year
2020 in pages 13 and 14.
 As a reference, we described the rate of progress compared with the
full-year forecast. The progress rate of net sales was 19.9% and that of
operating income was 18.5%.
 In the first quarter of the previous fiscal year, the progress rate of net
sales was 22.7% and that of operating income was 13.4%.
 Operating margin in the first quarter of the current fiscal year was 5.6%.
The first quarter of the previous fiscal year started with 3.6% so margin
improved a lot compared with the previous year.
 The progress rate of ordinary income was 36.2% and that of net income
was 40.3%.
 New orders received increased 2,149 million yen from the same period
a year earlier and its progress rate was 27.0%. Order backlog increased
1,644 million yen compared with the same period a year earlier.
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 Here is the status of each segment.
 In the first quarter result of the AP-related business, net sales were at a similar level as the
previous year but operating income improved considerably compared with the previous year.
Operating margin significantly improved from the previous fiscal year, as profitability of domestic
products which we sold in the first quarter was relatively high and margin of the maintenance
service improved 3 p.p. compared with the previous year.
 However, there are several large-sale projects with low profit margins in the second quarter on
and I believe that it is difficult to maintain the first-quarter margin of 8.5% for the full year.
 In the first quarter result of the BP-related business, sales of maintenance service were at a
similar level as the previous year, but sales of products significantly fell.
However, this is an issue of the timing of sales and we think they will be in line with the plan
through the full year from the way it looks as of now.
 Sales of the environment- and conveyor-related business slightly rose from a year earlier and
profit increased.
 Other business came in line with the previous year.
 To summarize the full year outlook, the AP-related business is slightly better than the initial
forecast, the BP-related business are roughly in line with the plan, while it would be slightly
difficult for the environment- and conveyor-related business as it was not able to carry out
sufficient sales activities on the conveyance-related business due to the impact of the
coronavirus, which is expected to show from the second quarter onwards. There has been
almost no coronavirus impact on the other business and we are expecting it to be in line with
the plan.
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 Orders received by the AP-related business for full year grew 47.0%
compared with the same period a year earlier.
The delay in projects that were planned in the previous term was a
special factor but we believe that the domestic environment of the APrelated business is very favorable in general.
 Domestic net sales increased 36.1% compared with the same period a
year earlier, overseas net sales fell 46.8% in reverse.
In value, domestic sales of the AP-related products rose 800 million yen
to 1.2 billion yen from 400 million yen last year. Sales of maintenance
service were 1.9 billion yen this year, which is the same as the previous
year.
Overseas, net sales fell 700 million yen to 900 million yen this year from
1.6 billion yen in the previous year.
 Operating margin in the first quarter alone was 8.5%, which is a good
figure, but the first quarter figure is still small and this does not
necessarily mean the trend would continue.
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 I have explained the situation in Japan earlier, so here I am going to
explain the situation overseas.
 Overseas sales in the first quarter of the current fiscal year were 861
million yen.
 Sales from exports are less than 100 million yen, so almost all of that
are sales in China.
 Sales in China fell 46.8% compared with a year earlier and they fell due
to the coronavirus impact.
 The outlook of how overseas sales would be in full year based on the
outlook as of this moment is, although we initially budgeted 4.3 billion
yen, which is similar to the previous year’s level, China is down 600
million yen and exports are down 500 million yen at the moment
compared with the budgeted figures and overseas sales are expected
to be about 3.2 billion yen.
 Meanwhile, initially the AP-related sales in Japan were budgeted at
14.1 billion yen, but now they are expected to be somewhere close to
16 billion yen.
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 Orders for the BP-related businesses have been strong and at a similar
level with the previous year.
 Sales happened to be low in the first quarter but we expect them to
come in line with the forecast in full year.
 Operating margin improved to 6%, but the actual figure declined from a
year earlier due to sales decline.
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 Orders for the environment- and conveyor-related business increased
66.1% compared with the same period a year earlier, which was a good
figure considering it was the first quarter.
 However, we were unable to carry out sufficient sales activities in the
conveyor-related business due to the impact of the coronavirus and we
expect the situation to be slightly difficult in the second quarter onwards.
We, therefore, expect full-year net sales would be about 200 million yen
less than the initial forecast due to the sales decline the conveyorrelated business.
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 The other business grew well in the previous year and it is also
progressing at a pace that is similar to or slightly exceeding the
previous year.
 A distinctive feature is that the sales of mobile plant products, which
began taking off in the second half of the previous year, came to 240
million yen in the first quarter this year compared with zero in the same
period a year earlier.
 The rest of the business other than crushers have been performing
strongly.
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 This is an analysis of factors contributing to changes in ordinary income
in the first quarter of the current fiscal year and the same period a year
earlier.
 Sales decline gave a negative impact.
 Positive factors included;
- improvement in cost-of-sales ratio,
- the absence of the impact of the change (portion for the JanuaryJune period was recorded) in the period for which financial
results of Nikko Shanghai are incorporated on SG&A expenses in
the previous fiscal year,
- foreign exchange gains in the current fiscal year instead of foreign
exchange losses in the previous fiscal year, and
- Special factors limited to the current fiscal year included the special
dividend from Maeda Road Construction Co., Ltd. and other
non-operating items.
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 We did not change the full-year forecast for ordinary income from the
initial 2.7 billion yen, which is up 558 million yen compared with the
previous fiscal year.
 It was up 600 million yen year on year in the first quarter alone and
they may grow further, but we have not changed it.
 The most significant factor for the increase is that sales are expected to
rise considerably from the second quarter onwards, although they
declined in the first quarter year on year.
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 In year-on-year comparison of balance sheet, non-current assets
increased more than 1 billion yen as we have been actively continuing
with capital investment.
 Merchandise and finished goods increased more than 1.5 billion yen
compared with the same period a year earlier.
We basically produce all products based on orders, and an year-onyear increase in merchandise and finished goods means sales in the
second quarter would increase from a year earlier.
 Investment securities declined 1.13 billion yen because we continue to
proactively sell strategic shareholdings.
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 Finally, it is the trends in dividends and total return ratio. In the current
Medium-Term Management Plan, we aim to achieve dividend payout
ratio of 60% or more, and the forecast dividends for the current fiscal
year, which is 30.00 yen per share for full year, is translated into 62.6%
in dividend payout ratio.
 In the previous fiscal year, we paid a 100th anniversary dividend of
20.00 yen a share for full year, and we paid ordinary dividend of 20.00
yen per share in the previous year.
For the current fiscal year, we expect to pay dividend of 30.00 yen per
share, which is up 10.00 yen per share.
 Further, we are currently carrying out share buyback up to 400 million
yen and total return ratio including share buyback is expected to come
to 84.2%.
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